CONTRACT OF USE

Giant Games

Hardy outdoor games have been purchased by Curtin University Properties, Development & Facilities for use in place activation activities around the campus.

These outdoor games are assets of Curtin and are expensive to replace, (*approx. $230.00 per game).

The games are also attractive items that are vulnerable to damage and theft, so the responsibility for their proper care – especially ensuring that they are properly secured/locked away at night or when not in use – falls to who has carriage of them for that event / or regular area (i.e. who signs this contract).

In the event that a game is damaged or stolen as a direct result of poorly supervised event behaviour or not having been properly secured/locked away after use, then the signatory here in charge of that event / or regular area may find their area charged for the replacement of that asset(s).

I understand and agree to the contract of use for using the giant games for my event / area:

I am taking carriage of ________________________________

Usage date(s): __________________________________________________________________________

For use at: ______________________________________________

Print full Name: __________________________________________

*Print Division / School: ____________________________________________
(*Where loss or damage will be charged)

Signed: __________________________________________ Date: ________________

Attach this contract to a DO IT NOW - "Public Realm, Parks & Gardens” request.